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Non-availability of water in the toilets of trains during their enroute journey has become
a matter of serious concern to the Indian Railways. Complaints on this front continue unabated
and have been showing an increasing trend. The issue assumes further importance in wake of
the onset of summer season.

In this context, your attention is again drawn to MM's D.O. letter of even No. dated
25.5.05 wherein it was stressed upon that no train shall be allowed to continue its journey
without topping of water from the nominated watering station even if the train has to be detained
beyond the scheduled stoppages rather than being allowed without topping up of the water
tanks. The above directions of Board (MM) may be followed in spirit.

Directions issued in the past for affecting improvements in the enroute coach watering of
trains are also reiterated as under:

Railways must ensure complete watering of trains at the originating station as also at the nominated
enroute watering stations. A detailed review is required to be carried out to rationalize the watering
stations in coordination with adjoining Railways as also the scheduled halts at such stations,
ensuring a stoppage of at least 15 to 20 minutes. The nominated enroute coach watering stations
for all the trains must also reflect in the rake link booklet of respective originating/passing
through/terminating Railways.

Infrastructure and facilities at en route watering stations are far from adequate and are non
standard. A quick and efficient booster pump assisted enroute coach watering system, including a
dedicated water reservoir, was devised by CAMTECH/Gwalior detailing the layout and other
infrastructure requirements and circulated to the Railways vide Report No.
CAMTECH/2008/M/ClWatering/1.0 - Oct. '08. In terms of CAMTECH's letter No. IRCAMTECH. M.
Coach watering dated 8.6.09, Zonal Railways were also advised to categorize the present
infrastructure facilities for enroute watering based on certain vital parameters. This categorization
would help the Railways in identifying the shortcomings and bench marking with respect to the
comprehensive facilities as laid down in CAMTECH's Report.

Railways may strictly ensure enroute watering of trains and also work urgently towards
upgradation of enroute coach watering facilities at station platforms in accordance with guidelines
as above.
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